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The forest and nature are the foundation for our ecotourism activities. Offering our 
guests carefully considered products such as a display environment that shows off 
the forest and its different aspects in a way that provokes their interest is benefi-
cial to our business. By involving ourselves in PINUS, we can influence how best 
to design display environments to create the attractive experiences that will draw 
customers from near and far. Through this collaboration we can expand our offering 
and our activities in ecotourism, cultural tourism and learning tourism. 
Annika Rydman, CEO Granö Beckasin

We are Sweden’s largest forest owner and our core business is selling timber, 
pulpwood and biofuel. Thinking sustainability permeates everything we do; in other 
words, we manage our forest resources responsibly with regard to ecology, econo-
my and social values. This includes developing forests for recreation. PINUS gives 
us an opportunity to work with the region’s tourism industry to spread knowledge 
about the forest and forestry to visitors and the public, and to help generate interest 
in green industries. Anette Waara, Head of Sveaskog in northern Sweden

The Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences in Umeå is the leader in forest 
research in Sweden and this research is broad and wide, including everything from 
applied nature conservation to intensive forest production. But a dilemma that we 
face is that we have limited options for reaching out to practitioners and the public 
to communicate new and exciting research results. The Forest Museum in Lyck-
sele has a very strong position as a communicator of knowledge in this field. Which 
means that together, we have a unique opportunity to raise the profile of forest 
research while creating new development opportunities in the interface between 
academia and the wider community. Lars Östlund, Professor in Forest Ecology at the 
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences in Umeå
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Pinus sylvestris, Scots pine,  is the the most abudant tree species in this part of the country



The purpose
... of PINUS is to generate tourism opportunities in managed forests. 
Through cooperation and sharing of knowledge between the tourism 
industry, the forestry industry and forest academia, PINUS aims to develop 
unique, new tourist attractions in Sweden’s forests, in turn enabling small 
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in the region’s tourism industry to 
grow in a new market: themed learning tourism in forests.

The goal
COLLABORATION. The tourism industry, the forestry industry and forest 
academia collaborate using an innovative platform. Representatives of 
these industries and organisations learn more about each other’s activities, 
potentially resulting in new partnerships being launched and innovative 
solutions for the development of tourism with a forest theme while elimina-
ting potential areas of conflict.

KNOWLEDGE, innovation and information from the forestry industry and 
forest academia that can be applied to the tourism industry is made availa-
ble to SMEs via the Knowledge Tree. The project communicates research 
and information about forests via the medium of popular science.

STRUCTURE. Forest-based tourism attractions/display environments are 
developed and tested. One of the display environments is developed in 
close cooperation with a tourism industry enterprise, to be utilised in the 
enterprise’s ordinary course of business. A forest guide for the tourism 
industry is developed, providing simple and practical tips to SMEs who 
want to develop forest-themed tourism.

Scope and funding
The project began in autumn 2016 and will run until late autumn 2019.
The total project budget is SEK 7.5 million, half of which comprises funds 
from the European Regional Development Fund, one of the EU’s structural 
funds. The other half is co-financing from Region Västerbotten, Sveaskog, 
the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Lycksele Municipality, the 
Forest Museum in Lycksele and Granö Beckasin ecotourism resort.

 

The PINUS project participants are the Forestry Museum in Lycksele (project owner), 
Sveaskog, the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU), and Granö Beckasin, 
an ecotourism resort. The dialogue partners for the project are Gold of Lapland, the 
Swedish Forest Agency, Skogsriket Västerbotten and the Lycksele Sami Council.

Establishing contacts and developing our operations in harmony with the forest  
industry, forest academia and the region’s tourist attractions are important to 
Skogsmuseet’s ongoing development towards becoming a national museum for 
Sweden’s forests. Although our operations are focused on historical phenomena, 
our challenge is to make this knowledge more useful to a wider audience, now and 
in the future. Björn Åström, Managing Director of the Forestry Museum in Lycksele
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